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Abstract. Coherently coupled pairs or multimers of nitrogen-vacancy defect electron spins in 

diamond have many promising applications especially in quantum information processing (QIP) 

but also in nanoscale sensing applications. Scalable registers of spin qubits are essential to the 

progress of QIP. Ion implantation is the only known technique able to produce defect pairs close 

enough to allow spin coupling via dipolar interaction. Although several competing methods have 

been proposed to increase the resulting resolution of ion implantation, the reliable creation of 

working registers is still to be demonstrated. The current limitation are residual radiation-induced 

defects, resulting in degraded qubit performance as trade-off for positioning accuracy. Here we 

present an optimized estimation of nanomask implantation parameters that are most likely to 

produce interacting qubits under standard conditions. We apply our findings to a well-established 

technique, namely masks written in electron-beam lithography, to create coupled defect pairs 

with a reasonable probability. Furthermore, we investigate the scaling behavior and necessary 

improvements to efficiently engineer interacting spin architectures. 

1.  Engineering dipolar coupled spin qubits in diamond 

Engineering and scaling of coupled qubit systems or quantum registers lies at the core of quantum 

information processing as the expansion of quantum algorithms to useful applications depends on 

computational resources [1]. Solid state spin systems [2,3] have the prospect of chip-scale 

nanofabrication, where experience can be drawn from decades of development. Here, designed 

structures of coherently coupled spins, e.g. chains and arrays, are promising architectures for 

applications like quantum processors, simulators [4] or repeaters [5], and could find utilization in fields 

beyond quantum computation, for example as sensing arrays in quantum metrology [6,7]. Interestingly, 

in nanoscale metrology coupled spin dimers and trimers would boost the performance of such sensors 

by exploiting entanglement leading to useful improvements [8]. 

Single nitrogen-vacancy defect centers (NV) in diamond are known to be promising spin qubits and 

hybrid quantum registers [9]. A qubit defined on the mS  =  0, ±1 sublevels of the electron spin (S = 1) 

in the negative charge state can be controlled with static and dynamic magnetic fields, e.g. driving Rabi 

oscillations or inducing Larmor precessions, which gives rise to single qubit gate operations on a time 

scale of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds. In bulk samples long spin coherence times, typically on the 

order of tens to hundreds of µs and ranging up to ms at room-temperature [10], allow for many gate 

operations before the information stored on the qubit is lost. In addition, the spin can be initialized and 
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readout optically, which allows to conveniently address single NV defects. The Hamiltonian describing 

the dynamics of a single NV spin can be found in the supplementary information. 

The electron spin interacts with nuclear spins in the proximity of the defect. These can be for example 

paramagnetic 13C (spin 1/2) in the diamond lattice or the intrinsic 14N, or 15N (spin 1 and ½, respectively). 

Nuclear spins can be controlled and readout via the NV electron spin through the hyperfine interaction 

[11,12] which allows single qubit gate operations as well as non-local gate operations between sets of 

nuclear spins and the central electron spin [9,13]. In addition, coherence times of nuclear spins can reach 

seconds at ambient conditions [14], making them an ideal storage resource for quantum information. 

Hence, qubits defined on the nuclear spins can expand a single NV to a versatile hybrid quantum register 

reaching sizes of up to four qubits [9]. However, such registers are not scalable as the coupling strength 

of suitable 13C spins has to be larger than the inverse coherence lifetime [15] and the spectral resolution 

to address individual nuclear spins is limited by the longitudinal relaxation time of the central spin [16]. 

Ultimately, any scaling approach has to involve coupling multiple NV electron spin nodes between 

which quantum information can be shared. 

There are several approaches to couple multiple NV electron spins. At cryogenic temperatures NV 

spins can be entangled with emitted photons, which are then processed with linear optics QIP schemes 

[17,18], or the electron spin can be coupled to the mechanical motion of nanoscale oscillators [19]. Here, 

we focus on an approach that is feasible at room temperature and does not rely on mediation but rather 

uses direct dipolar magnetic coupling [20-22], as illustrated in Figure 1 (a). Two electron spins A and B 

interact through their magnetic moments according to the interaction Hamiltonian 

�̂�dip =
𝜇0 ℎ2𝛾2

4 𝜋 𝑟3
(𝑆A ⋅ 𝑆B − 3(𝑆A ⋅ 𝑟)(𝑆B ⋅ 𝑟)), 

where 𝜇0 is the vacuum permeability, ℎ is the Planck constant, 𝛾 = 28.03 GHz/T is the gyromagnetic 

ratio (divided by 2𝜋) of the NV electron spin, 𝑆𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆𝑖
′ =  𝑅𝑖 ⋅ (�̂�𝑥,𝑖, �̂�𝑦,𝑖, �̂�𝑧,𝑖)

𝑇
   |𝑖=A,B are the 

dimensionless spin operators (expressed in a common frame through rotation matrices 𝑅𝑖), 𝑟 is the unit 

vector connecting them and 𝑟 is the distance. In the case of two NV spins the interaction can be reduced 

to an  �̂�𝑧,A �̂�𝑧,B coupling and approximated to 

 

�̂�dip ≈ ℎ𝜈dip �̂�𝑧,A �̂�𝑧,B, 

with the dipolar coupling strength 

𝜈dip(𝑟, 𝜙AB, 𝜙Ar, 𝜙Br) =
𝜇0 ℎ 𝛾2

4 𝜋 𝑟3
 (cos 𝜙AB − 3 cos 𝜙Ar cos 𝜙Br). 

𝜙AB is the angle between the two spin quantization axes, which correspond to the crystal axes of the 

respective defects, and 𝜙Ar, 𝜙Br are the angles between each quantization axis and the connecting vector 

𝑟 (see supplementary information for a detailed derivation). All parameters of 𝜈dip depend on the relative 

position and orientation of the two spins which is thus a fixed property for each pair of NVs. With its 

inverse cubic scaling, dipolar coupling is a short-ranged interaction. For example, a pair of NV defects 

at a distance of about 33 nm and a median angular contribution couples with merely 1 kHz (see Figure 

1 (d)) and even with ideal orientations of the dipoles the same coupling strength requires a distance of 

47 nm.  

 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Figure 1 (a) Artwork of a coupling NV pair. (b) Schematic of nanomask implantation – Nitrogen ions 

(blue circles) are accelerated towards a diamond sample (1). A mask is able to block nitrogen radiation 

except for apertures of diameters 𝑑 on the nano-scale (2). Ions passing through a single (left) or targeted 

through individual (right) apertures penetrate the diamond surface and scatter with lattice atoms 

(straggling), creating vacancies (white circles) in their tracks (3). The positioning accuracy depends on 

the aperture size and the straggling. During annealing vacancies become mobile while nitrogen atoms 

are stationary. Vacancies can form agglomerates (4), recombine at the surface or in the lattice (5) or 

combine with nitrogen atoms to form NV defects (6). (c) Positioning accuracy in terms of full width 

half maximum of the resulting ion distribution (ion resolution) depending on ion energy and aperture 

size 𝑑. The blue cut denotes the parameter range with an accuracy below 20 nm. (d) Coupling strength 

of two NV spins over their distance with a median angular contribution. With typical coherence times 

of implanted NVs ranging up to several hundreds of µs, couplings below a few kHz are unlikely to result 

in strong coupling (red gradient). This translates to an approximate threshold of 20 nm for the strong 

coupling regime. (e) Simulated median coupling strength of two NVs, implanted through the same point 

shaped aperture, depending on the ion energy. 

Note that throughout the work we often use median instead of mean values as many simulated and 

experimental statistics depend on random sampling where the median is less prone to be influenced by 

outliers and better represents central tendencies. 

In general, any pair of spins interacts through their magnetic moments, whilst in practice the distance 

is limited by the coherence times as the coupling can only have an effect if it acts on a shorter timescale 

than the relaxation. Typical detection schemes of the coupling involve preparing one spin (sensor) in a 

superposition state with a phase that is sensitive to the magnetic field originating from the second spin 

(emitter) which is prepared in a magnetic state |𝑚𝑆 = ±1⟩. The detection is then limited by the 

transverse relaxation time 𝑇2 of the sensor, as well as the longitudinal relaxation time 𝑇1 of the emitter. 
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In order to exchange quantum information between the spins, i.e. create entangled states between two 

spins, both need to act as sensors at the same time. If only one spin fulfills the requirement they can only 

be classically correlated which we dub “weak coupling” in the following. The limitation of a quantum 

register consisting of two NV nodes can thus be expressed in the “strong coupling” condition 

𝜈dip >
1

min(𝑇2A, 𝑇2B)
 . 

This is the primary limitation for the scaling of the NV quantum register via dipolar coupling. In 

essence, NVs need to be created at close distances to produce large couplings, while still having an 

unperturbed environment to retain long coherence times. Based on record coherence times of ms, the 

previously mentioned example of 𝜈dip=1 kHz hereby marks a threshold where pairs with distances larger 

than 50 nm will not fulfill the condition. With typical coherence times of tens to hundreds of µs, 

distances as small as 10-20 nm are required. Note that the effective coupling strength is four times larger 

if the spin projections |±1⟩ are utilized for non-local gates instead of projections |0, +1⟩ or |0, −1⟩ [20],  

which can in principle increase the distance by a factor of 1.6. 

The established method to produce NVs with spatial precision on a scale of tens of nm is the 

implantation of nitrogen ions into diamond and subsequent conversion to NVs in an annealing process 

[23]. In fact, all previously reported pairs of NV defects exhibiting dipolar coupling [20-22] have been 

created using this process in different variations. Yet, despite advances in the precision only two strongly 

coupled pairs could be identified so far [21,22], showing the probabilistic nature and low success rate 

of the process. 

The technique is based on accelerated nitrogen ions directed towards a diamond sample [24] with a 

kinetic energy 𝐸, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Upon impact on the surface they penetrate the lattice and 

scatter on the carbon atoms, creating vacancies along their tracks, until all kinetic energy is consumed 

and they come to a stop either as substitutional or interstitial defects. During the annealing step the 

former can be converted to NV defects by capturing mobile vacancies that typically originate from 

lattice damage in the ion tracks. The resolution, or spread of stopping positions, is influenced by the 

accuracy of the ion beam, i.e. the distribution of surface penetration points. It can be reduced by focusing 

techniques [25] or a variety of mask techniques where nanometer sized channels allow ions to pass a 

medium in defined locations while otherwise being blocked, e.g. nano-channels in mica [26], e-beam 

lithography on polymers [27,28], or pierced AFM tips [29]. While ions can be implanted through a 

single channel (Figure 1 (b) left) leaving exact impact positions to chance, the ideal approach to engineer 

structures of coupled NV defects is to position ions individually through multiple channels (Figure 1 (b) 

right). However, even with a perfect point source on the diamond surface the accuracy is fundamentally 

limited by the ion scattering in the lattice (straggling). Higher ion energies will result in larger straggling 

ranges, as shown in Figure 1 (c). For example ions with energies higher than about 10 keV have 

straggling beyond 20 nm (FWHM), resulting in median couplings smaller than a few kHz (Figure 1 (d)). 

Consequently, straggling favors low ion energies for the creation of dipolar coupled NV defects. 

The annealing process serves to convert implanted nitrogen atoms to NV defects and heal lattice 

damages induced by the implantation. However, as vacancies can also bind together to form divacancy 

defects or larger agglomerates, not all damages are repaired which can introduce decoherence on 

proximal NV spins, impair the charge state or prevent the formation of NV defects in the first place. 

Ideally an ion should stop far away from most of the lattice damage and vacancies should have a low 

density in order to avoid their agglomeration. As this is only the case at high energies (~MeV), coherence 

times of implanted NV decrease rapidly for lower energies. For example, NV created by 5 keV 

implantation have coherence times on the order of a few µs [30] while NVs created in different processes 

at the same depth, for example by delta-doping, can in principle reach hundreds of µs [31]. The 

conversion yield of ions to NV defects also decreases for lower energies [32], as shown in Figure 2 (a). 

Hence, to create two NVs at close distances, either a high ion fluence has to be used, causing more 

implantation damage and shorter coherence times of the resulting qubits, or many sites have to be 

implanted with few ions resulting in a low probability to create two nearby NV defects. In addition, 

(4) 
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lower ion energies result in a shallow implantation, where proximity to the surface exposes NV defects 

to noisy environments of electron spins deposited in layers on the diamond [33,34]. Thus, the quality of 

qubits poses a challenge to the implantation coupled pairs at lower energies. This especially impairs the 

multi-channel approach which requires low ion energies to retain the accuracy. 

The counteracting effects of yield, decoherence and straggling suggest that the creation of coupled 

NV defects using current processing methods has generally low success rates. At high energies, NV 

defects with long coherence times can be created with high probability, but straggling makes large 

dipolar coupling strengths unlikely. On the other hand, at low energies ions can be positioned reliably 

at close distances, but the coherence times of resulting NVs are likely insufficient to detect any couplings 

to their neighbors. The combination of these trade-offs suggests that the highest success rates to produce 

strongly coupled NVs are to be found in an intermediate energy range. In the following we quantify the 

interrelations in simulations for single-channel implantation, present experimental results of implanted 

coupled NV pairs and investigate the potential scaling through ion implantation. 

2.  Estimation of optimal implantation parameters for coupled defects 

In order to estimate the optimal implantation parameters and the success rate of generating strongly 

coupled pairs of NV defects through a single channel, we conduct a Monte-Carlo study of the 

implantation process. The parameters of interest are the channel aperture (diameter 𝑑 and area 𝐴 = 𝑑2 ⋅
𝜋/4), the ion energy 𝐸 and the ion fluence 𝐹 = 𝑛N+ 𝐴⁄  , denoting an amount of nitrogen ions 𝑛N+ over 

an area 𝐴. 

The ideal channel is a point source. In order to simulate a realistic case we choose a finite size. The 

highest success rates are expected for energies higher than a few keV. In these cases, the straggling is 

already on the order of tens of nm and aperture sizes of similar dimensions do not significantly reduce 

the overall position accuracy (see Figure 1 (c)). Hence, a diameter 𝑑 = 50 nm that is technically feasible, 

e. g. via e-beam lithography in PMMA [27,28], is used. 

The study is based on the strong coupling condition. We seek to find the ratio of implantation sites 

where at least two NV defects are created that fulfill this requirement. Thereby we need to model the 

amount of created NV defects, their coupling strength and their coherence times. In a single simulation 

run, the amount of ions 𝑛N+ passing the channel is drawn from a Poissonian distribution with a mean 

value  �̅�N+ depending on the fluence 𝐹 and the aperture area 𝐴: 

�̅�N+ = 𝐹 ⋅ 𝐴 = 𝐹 ⋅
𝜋

4
𝑑2. 

Each ion receives a random lateral starting coordinate 𝑟mask on the area of the aperture. Under the 

assumption of a homogeneous fluence throughout the aperture the whole area has a uniform probability 

of being hit by an ion. Afterwards the scattering of the ion in the diamond is simulated using stopping 

and range of ions in matter [35] where each ion receives a random displacement coordinate  𝑟lattice 

based on its kinetic energy 𝐸. The stopping position is then obtained from the sum 

𝑟 = 𝑟mask + 𝑟lattice . 
The amount of nitrogen ions that convert to NV defects during the annealing process can be modeled 

based on the empirical conversion yield data presented by Pezzagna, et al. [32] and shown in Figure 2 

(a). The yield is assumed to be independent of the density of implanted ions, i.e. the ion fluence and 

each implanted ion has the same probability 𝑦(𝐸) to be converted into an NV defect that only depends 

on the energy 𝐸. The axis orientation for each NV defect is chosen at random from the set of four 

available crystal axes  

�⃗�NV =
1

√3
 {(

1
1
1

) , (
1

−1
−1

) , (
−1
1

−1
) , (

−1
−1
1

)} 

with equal probability. At this point all information to evaluate the dipolar coupling strength 𝜈dip 

between pairs of NV defects is available. The angular terms are obtained by the dot products 

cos 𝜙AB = �⃗�A ⋅ �⃗�B , 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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cos 𝜙𝑖r =
�⃗�𝑖 ⋅ (𝑟A − 𝑟B)

𝑟
    |𝑖=A,B 

and the distance 𝑟 = |𝑟A − 𝑟B|.  
The coherence times 𝑇2 of implanted NV defects depend on many dynamics, e.g. spin-noise 

introduced by paramagnetic vacancy clusters from the implantation, substitutional and interstitial 

nitrogen defects, 13C in the diamond lattice, surface spins and electric noise caused by unstable charge 

environments. As there is no complete theoretical framework that can reliably predict the coherence 

times of implanted NV defects we have to rely on empirical data to estimate the outcome depending on 

the ion energy 𝐸 and the fluence 𝐹. The used data was collected throughout the characterization of 

several samples implanted both through PMMA nano-apertures and without mask, and recorded as NV 

ensembles, at different energies and fluences. An observational model of the median coherence times 

using a logistic growth over the ion energy and an exponential decay over the ion fluence is fitted to the 

data and is shown in Figure 2 (b). Further details can be found in the supplementary material. For each 

NV defect taken in the Monte Carlo simulation a coherence time is drawn from an exponential 

distribution with the appropriate median value. Finally, the strong coupling condition of defect pairs can 

be evaluated. 

 

 

Figure 2 (a) Conversion yield of implanted nitrogen ions to NV defects depending on ion energy. Data 

taken in parts from S. Pezzagna, et al. [32] (blue) and complemented (orange). (b) Median coherence 

times 𝑇2 of implanted NV spins depending on ion energy and ion fluence. The model is based on 

empirical data from single nanomask NVs (green bars) and NV ensembles (blue bars). The optimal 

simulated parameters in subfigure (c) have a median coherence times of 41 µs (red guides). (c) Simulated 

success rate of implanting pairs of NV defects through a 50 nm aperture where the dipolar coupling 

strength is larger than the decoherence rates of both spins. A maximum probability of 0.6% is reached 

at an energy of 30 keV and a fluence of 1012 cm-2 corresponding to an average of 20 implanted ions 

within one site. 

(9) 
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The results for several ion energies and fluences, each sampled over one million runs, is shown in 

Figure 2 (c). As expected, the highest success rates of implanting strongly coupled pairs of NV defects 

are found in an intermediate range of 20-50 keV. The maximum efficiency of 0.6 % is found at 𝐸 = 30 

keV and 𝐹 = 1012 cm-2, corresponding to around 20 ions per site with an aperture area of 𝜋 4⁄ ⋅  502 nm² 

and an average of 1.6 created NV per site with an expected yield of 8 % for an energy of 30 keV. Lower 

fluences will reduce the probability for two NV defects to be created and higher fluences result in shorter 

coherence times. The energy range below 5 keV that is suitable for a multi-channel approach, has 

success rates on the order of 0.025 %. Even when the overall coupling strengths are increased by 

simulating a point shaped aperture the highest success rates at 5 keV merely reach values of 0.09 %. 

3.  Experimental realization of coupled defects 

With simulated probabilities below 1% the process is far from deterministic. Post-selecting sites from a 

set of several hundreds or thousands sites is, however, realistic. We therefore apply the simulated 

implantation parameters and prepare two identical [100]-oriented, single-crystal, CVD-grown diamond 

samples with natural abundance of 13C (1.1%). To form the implantation mask, we employed e-beam 

lithography technique using PMMA positive resist. An acceleration voltage of 30 kV and an aperture 

size of 10 µm were used to expose approximately 5,000 sites per sample with a diameter of 50 nm in 

the spin-coated PMMA (50K 9%) with the thickness of approximately 400 nm. Subsequently, 14N+ ions 

are implanted with the calculated fluence of 1012 cm-2 and energy of 30 keV with 0° incident angle (see 

Figure 3 (a)). After removing the PMMA masks the samples are annealed for two hours at 950°C in a 

10-7 mbar vacuum. The carbon lattice is terminated with oxygen by boiling the diamond samples in acid 

in order to have the implanted NV defects in the negative charge state. 

Figure 3 (b) shows an exemplary confocal fluorescence scan of NV sites implanted through the grid 

of nano-apertures. The amount of created NV defects per implantation site is assessed by their 

fluorescence intensity. We find a Poissonian distribution with an average of 1.6 NV defects per site 

(1.69 on sample A, 1.54 on sample B, see Figure 3 (c)), proving that the experimental parameters match 

the simulation. Throughout the characterization no significant difference between the two samples was 

found. 

Each implantation site that is bright enough to host two or more NV defects is investigated for dipolar 

coupling. The spin resonances of parallel oriented NV spins overlap and thus individual addressing in 

double electron-electron resonance (DEER) experiments is challenging. Hence, one quarter of 

potentially coupling pairs are not identified. The coherence times for each addressable NV are 

determined by conducting electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) measurements in an 

axially aligned magnetic field of 5 mT. A histogram of measured coherence times is shown in Figure 3 

(d), where an exponential distribution with a median 𝑇2 of 33 µs (41 µs expected) can be seen. If a 

measured coherence time surpasses a threshold of 20 µs, corresponding to a decoherence rate of 50 kHz, 

the NVs are tested for dipolar coupling in a DEER experiment. For a detailed description of ESEEM 

and DEER experiments see the supplementary information. 

For the characterization of a large amount of implantation sites an automated routine is employed. 

This has the advantage that implantation sites can be consistently investigated within an average 

measurement time of five minutes and without subjective human bias. On the other hand we expect the 

routine to produce false negatives without any indication of the failure rate. For example, the evolution 

times in DEER experiments were only measured for up to 100 µs, setting a lower bound of around 10 

kHz for the detectable coupling. Positive results are always subject to validation in separate experiments. 
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Figure 3 (a) Schematics of the implantation of 14N+ ions through 50 nm apertures in a 400 nm PMMA 

mask. The spacing between holes is 4 µm. The simulated optimal parameters are used. This results in 

20 implanted ions and two created NV defects on average, a depth of 40 nm and a resolution of 55 nm 

(FWHM). A total of 10,000 sites were implanted throughout two samples. (b) Confocal microscopy 

image of an implanted region with a grid of NV sites. (c) Histogram of amount of implanted NV defects 

per site counted in 818 and 1941 sites on sample A (orange) and B (blue), respectively. The average 

amount is 1.58 NVs per site. (d) Histogram of T2 coherence times (ESEEM) of implanted NV recorded 

on 77 and 96 sites on sample A (orange) and B (blue), respectively. The median coherence time is 33 µs. 

(e) Characteristics of identified coupled NV pairs. For each found pair, the limiting decoherence rate is 

plotted over the dipolar coupling strength. The diagonal line marks the threshold of the strong coupling 

condition. Weakly and strongly coupled pairs appear in the top-left and bottom-right regions, 

respectively. Pairs found in sample A are marked as orange circles, sample B as blue diamonds. 

Previously reported pairs from P. Neumann, et al. (1), F. Dolde, et al. (2) and T. Yamamoto, et al. (3) 

are marked as grey hexagons. 

The search was conducted over 6,000 implantation sites, amassing a total measurement time of about 

three weeks. Throughout both samples a total of six strongly coupled and four weakly coupled pairs 

were identified. The coupling strengths and limiting decoherence rates are shown in Figure 3 (e) and 

individual measurements are presented in the supplementary information. Most identified coupling 

strengths appear in the range of few tens of kHz. Lower couplings are hardly detected by the search 

routine. Only two couplings with 5 and 8 kHz could be identified in this range. The strongest recorded 

coupling strength is 3.9 MHz corresponding to maximum distance of 3 nm for an ideal angular 

constellation. The overall success rate of 0.1 % is within the same order of magnitude as the simulated 

0.6 %. The actual amount of created pairs is expected to be larger because of omitted parallel NVs and 

false negatives from the search routine. No trimers or larger networks of coupled NV spins could be 

identified. 
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The presented experimental single-hole implantation has room for improvement. For example, the 

aperture size of 50 nm can be shrunk to smaller dimensions, decreasing the size of the positioning 

distribution from 55 nm (FWHM) by up to 45 % to 30 nm for a 10 nm hole. According to simulations 

this would increase the chance to create strongly coupled NV pairs by a factor of about 1.8. The 

coherence times of implanted NVs can also be improved, for example by using isotopically enriched 
12C samples. However, hyperfine coupled 13C nuclear spin qubits might be an important resource for the 

scaling of the NV quantum register. Furthermore, it is doubtful that the 13C spin bath is limiting the NV 

coherence times for the desired low energy implantation range. The cause here are rather implantation 

damages and surface spins. Surface effects can be mitigated by growing an additional CVD layer after 

the implantation30. 

4.  Further scaling 

Although the statistic sample sizes are relatively small, the experiments show comparable results to the 

simulation. With this affirmation we investigate the probabilities for larger coupled networks using the 

same method. We define a network of size 𝑛 as any amount of NVs where 𝑛 defects are interconnected 

by strong coupling without interruption. More details can be found in the supplementary information. 

 

 

Figure 4 (a) Simulated success rates to implant strongly coupled networks with 2-5 nodes through a 

single 50 nm wide nano-channel. The same simulation method as in Figure 2 is used. (b) Exemplary 

structures of NV defects implanted at 5 keV through individual nano-apertures. The aperture spacing is 

15 nm and the positioning is only limited by straggling (dashed lines). Assuming that exactly one NV 

is created for each channel, the strong coupling condition (solid red lines) is evaluated between assumed 

next neighbors. In this array example only eight of nine nodes are connected to a strongly coupled 

network. (c) Simulated success rates to implant strongly coupled NV spin chains of lengths 3-5 

depending on the median of an exponential distribution from which coherence times are drawn. In this 

approach coherence times of tens to 100 µs are required for realistic success rates. (d) Simulated success 

rates (blue, left y-axis) to implant a strongly coupled 3x3 NV spin array depending on the same 

coherence time distributions and average resulting network size (red, right y-axis). Coherence times are 

drawn from exponential distributions (solid) and gamma distributions with shape-factor 3. The inset 

shows exemplary distributions. 

The success rates to create triples, quadruples and quintuples are shown in Figure 4 (a), each for their 

respective optimal implantation parameters. For each additional node the probability decreases by about 

one order of magnitude. Extrapolating from the experiment a triple might require the investigation of an 

order of 10,000 implantation sites and months of measurement time to be found, whereas searching for 
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any larger network appears unfeasible. One would expect that as the density of NV defects increases, 

the average distance decreases, favoring the creation of larger networks. However, in order to create the 

necessary densities fluences have to be increased and the decoherence rates outscale the coupling. In 

order to achieve realistic probabilities to scale the NV quantum registers either the coupling strengths at 

high energies or coherence times at low energies have to be increased. Straggling is inherent to 

implantation and unlikely to be circumventable, whereas coherence times of NV defects implanted at 

low energies may be improved through optimized processing methods during implantation and 

annealing[30,36,37]. 

Revisiting the multi-channel approach we conduct a theoretical study to estimate the necessary 

improvement in coherence times to make engineered NV spin chains and arrays feasible. In the ideal 

case exactly one NV is created for each nano-channel and the accuracy only depends on the fundamental 

straggling. In order to reach adequate coupling strengths of few kHz to tens of kHz, the distance between 

NVs should be within 20 nm. For this example an implantation site spacing of 15 nm and an ion energy 

of 5 keV used, which is technically feasible, for example with pierced AFM tips, or within reach with 

lithographically written nano-apertures. An exemplary one dimensional chain and a two-dimensional 

array of NV defects are shown in Figure 4 (b). In a Monte-Carlo simulation NV positions and axis 

orientations are distributed, coherence times are drawn from exponential distributions and the couplings 

between next neighbor NV nodes are calculated.  

The spin chains are investigated for broken links. Figure 4 (c) shows the success rate depending on 

the median coherence time for different lengths. For this example coherence times have to reach 50 to 

100 µs in order to achieve single percentage success rates. Coherence times of this magnitude are within 

reasonable reach for the chosen implantation energy [30], yet have still to be realized for fluences that 

could reliably produce an NV defect in each implantation site. A spin chain has also the drawback that 

each link has to be strongly coupled, which is reflected in the decreasing success rates of longer chains. 

In two dimensions each node can have several links and unconnected or broken nodes can still be 

tolerated. 

The array is therefore investigated for the largest network of strongly coupled NV defects and 

compared to the success rate to achieve a network with all nine nodes connected, as shown in Figure 4 

(d). While the success rate of the array scales similarly to the chains, requiring again at least 50 to 100 

µs in order achieve single digit percentages, the average largest network size already reaches values of 

three to six nodes in the same range. Here the main reason for broken nodes or links are short coherence 

times that frequently occur. Assuming that with increased median values particularly short values can 

be avoided at the same time, we also simulate gamma distributions with a shape-factor of 3 (Γ3) that 

have a gradual onset. At low median values there is no difference between the distributions. Around 30-

50 µs, however, the Γ3-distribution gains a significant advantage, which is the range where decoherence 

rates start scaling below the couplings. Hence not only overall coherence times of implanted NV defects 

have to be increased to a range that is already achieved with different generation approaches [30,31], 

but in particular short coherence times have to be avoided. With such improvements the probabilistic 

scaling of the NV quantum register appears to be feasible. 

5.  Conclusions 

In conclusion we have devised a simulation framework that estimates the outcome of the implantation 

of coupled NV defects. Based on this we experimentally realized six strongly coupled pairs of NV 

defects, with coupling strengths of up to 4 MHz. While the success rate is far from ideal, our method 

signifies a substantial increase compared to previously reported techniques. Our recipe can be 

reproduced and may facilitate further research into dynamics of coupled solid-state spins, for example 

spatially correlated spectroscopy, entanglement protocols and quantum information processing in 

general. 

While the presented Monte-Carlo simulations produced satisfactory results, they still rely on 

rudimentary models based on empirical data. The scattering of nitrogen ions in diamond is well 

understood. However, the dynamics of vacancies during the annealing process and the resulting 
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conversion yield and coherence times of implanted NV defects lack comprehensive models. Progress in 

this field has the potential to improve the prediction results. Especially for future engineering of complex 

spin-chains and arrays, precise simulations may become invaluable tools to sieve through a vast 

parameter range in search for optimal implantation conditions. 

Our work also shows that the creation process with contemporary methods is mostly probabilistic 

and generally showing success rates below 1% for pairs. While the precise positioning of NV defects 

certainly is important, especially for tailored constellations of coupled spins, the limiting factor for the 

scaling are the coherence times of implanted NV defects. Here processing methods need to increase the 

conversion yield and coherence times, for example through epitaxial overgrowth, in order to harness the 

benefits of already established precise ion positioning methods at low implantation energies. 
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